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Avaya IP Office Essential
Ringing/Noise When Answering Outside Calls

Telquest Tech Support

Sometimes you may hear a loud “Brrrrr Click” sound when answering outside calls where the analog 
telephone service is provided by a cable or fiber company.

You are hearing “Ring Generator” from the cable or fiber company’s Interface Box/Gateway.
This is the Signal/Voltage used to tell your telephone system that a call is coming in.
When you answer the call the “Ring Generator” should stop almost instantly.
Instead, the cable or fiber company’s Interface Box/Gateway does not detect that you answered the call
and continues to send “Ring Generator”. (“Brrrrr Click”)

It has been determined that some cable or fiber company’s Interface Box/Gateways are not compatible 
with the Avaya IP Office telephone system.

These instructions show you how to program the Avaya IP Office to “Mask” the trouble to the end user.

The concept is to have all incoming calls go to a Hunt Group (usually 200 Main) and use the groups
“Announcement” feature to Mask the trouble.

When the call comes in it is immediately answered by the Hunt Group.
There is no “Announcement” recorded in the Hunt Group so the caller hears none.
However, they do hear ringing instead from the “Post announcement tone” option.

Since the call was already answered by the Hunt Group and any trouble event was absorbed there 
anyone answering the call will have a clean, noiseless connection.
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Make sure the Hunt Group Voicemail is NOT On

Set the Announcements area just like this:
This tab...

1. Check this...

2. Set to 0 (ZERO)

3. Set to Ringing
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Save your changes to the KSU when you are done.

Check the Extensions that you
want to ring on Incoming Calls

This Tab...
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Set Analog CO Lines to go to a Hunt Group.  (I am using Hunt Group 200 Main in this example)

Note your Incoming Group ID number

Right Click here...

Click on New...
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Enter   YOUR   Incoming Line Group ID number

From Page 4This Tab...

This Tab...

Set to the Hunt Group that contains
The Extension that you want to ring.


